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A DEDICATION

The Class Of 1990 Dedicates This Yearbook To The Members Of The Support Staff In The Department Of Clinical Sciences In Recognition Of The Important Role They Have Played In Each Day Of Our Education. They Have Fostered A Sense Of Community Through Their Encouragement And Friendship. We Wish Them The Best And Thank Them For Enhancing Our Veterinary Experience.
Support Staff Members

Lillian Ackley  
Valeri Alexander  
Rachel E. Ayers  
Rosemary R. Bache  
Debra Ann Bain  
Joan L. Ballenstedt  
Melvin L. Bell  
Kevin E. Bleck  
Patricia Bookbinder  
Nancy E. Bradascio  
Martha D. Branch  
Wendy M. Brashear  
Grace Brooks  
Darlene A. Buckingham  
Elaine M. Cameron  
Judy Lynn Chapman  
Linda L. Chapman  
Richard E. Churchill  
Janet E. Clark  
Eve Keri Clarke  
Colleen Clemett  
John Coil  
Barbara Cole  
Sharon R. Collins  
Marshall E. Conklin  
Diane Elizabeth Costa  
Cheryl A. Crispell  
Wendy Ann Crodelle-Staviski  
Paul F. Crumb  
Rebecca L. Crumb  
Diane W. Culver  
Faye E. Dean  
Gerald A. Decker  
Marilyn C. Delorenzo  
Judy A. Demond  
Laura M. DeNardo  
Kathie E. DeWolfe  
Frederick G. Durfey  
Tari R. Eaton  
Wendy L. English  
Penny L. Epler  
Leland Foster  
Jean E. Gaipin  
Rebecca Ruth Green  

Brenda Lee Hammond  
Robert E. Hawkes  
Sharon M. Henry  
Laura L. Herman  
Patricia A. Homer  
Sandra A. Hubert  
Susan L. Huber  
Lori Ann Hutter-Lukas  
David Jacoby  
Patricia A. Janhonen  
Kathleen M. Johnson  
Mary E. Johnson  
Victoria R. Jordan  
Sharon A. Kenyon  
Jill R. King  
John E. Kirker  
Sharon Koski  
Anna M. Kozak  
Walter R. Lahir  
Linda J. Larsen  
Andrea M. Lawrence  
Raymond G. Lawrence  
Betty J. Leete  
Deborah L. Lent  
Susan M. Long  
David Lukas  
Dorothy A. Marquis  
Doria Marsh  
Amy L. Martin  
Judith S. McPherson  
Carolyn B. Merrick  
Lisa Marie Mitchell  
Heather A. Mix  
Susan D. Mix  
Jason M. Mulligan  
Gary Natieracz  
Karen A. Netherton  
Cheryl Ann O'Konsky  
Gerald J. Oswald  
Judy E. Parker  
Christine V. Parks  
Julie Pemberton  
Gail A. Pennington  
Kathleen M. Ray  

Kathleen M. Reilly  
Shari A. Renaud-Farrell  
Elsa J. Ross  
Richard D. Rossignol  
Lisa J. Ruuspakka  
Joan M. Ryan  
John H. Ryan  
Elaine Sapp  
Dorothy J. Schenck  
Pamela Dee Schenck  
Catherine M. Schenck-Staley  
Darla Schwark  
Kathleen M. Shipos  
Dawn R. Shoemaker  
Donna E. Short  
Patricia Marie Shoemaker  
Chris W. Slater  
Percy C. Smith  
Helen F. Snowberger  
Judith E. Sobczak  
Linda M. Stedlie  
Kimberly C. Stewart  
John A. Straight  
Ducka Kelly Strawbridge  
Angela Marie Struble  
Ann Townsend Sturmer  
Ruth N. Swearinger  
Beth Tanksley  
Barbara Thomas  
M. Marie Torne  
Robert Traroha  
Doreen Turk  
Carl Valentine  
Robert J. Wallace  
Deborah J. Watrous  
David P. White  
Peggy L. Wilsterman  
Doreen Turk  
Julie A. Wojcik  
Jean C. Young  
Linda M. Young  
Maureen A. Knechtges  
Long Bao Nguyen  
Tracy Brandt  

Long Bao Nguyen
In Memoriam
Dr. Emmett Bergman
1929-1989

Dr. Bergman was an accomplished scientist and dedicated teacher. His research endeavors were recognized internationally, yet in the classroom, students remember his patience and commitment to our education. As a student advisor, he was sensitive to the concerns of freshman students and always willing to chat. His standards of excellence and compassion as well as his dedication to veterinary medicine set the tone for many classes of veterinary students. We will always remember these superior qualities.
College And Hospital Administration

Dr. Robert D. Phemister, Dean

Dr. S. Gordon Campbell, Associate Dean

Marcia Sawyer, Director of Student Affairs

Gloria Crissey, Registrar and Director of Financial Aid

Dr. Donald Postle

Karen Redmond, Director of Public Information
Faculty And Staff
Diagnostic Lab

Camera shy: Dr. S.J. Shin, Dr. E.J. Dubovi, and Dr. J.D. Henion, Dr. John Saidia

Flower Library

(l to r) Ida Crockett, Susanne Whitacker, Marian Partridge, Denise Heichel

Priscilla Schenck
Clinical Pathology

Dr. Tracy French
Dr. Julia Blue
Dr. Karen Anderson

Epidemiology

Dr. Hollis Erb
Dr. Janet Scarlett

Dr. Yrjo Grohn
Dr. Hussni Mohammed
Dr. John Thompson
Pharmacology

Dr. Geoffrey W.G. Sharp

Dr. Linda M. Nowak

Dr. Robert E. Oswald

Dr. Gregory A. Weiland

Dr. William A. Horne

Dr. John G. Babish

Dr. Clare M.S. Fewtrell

Dr. Richard A. Cerione

Dr. Wayne S. Schwark
Lab Animal Medicine

Dr. Fred W. Quimby

Dr. Lloyd Dillingham

Dr. Lawrence Carbone

Nutrition

Dr. Francis A. Kallfelz

Dr. Harold Hintz

Theriogenology

Dr. Robert O. Gilbert

Dr. Barry Ball

Dr. Robert B. Hillman

Refused to smile: Dr. V.N. Meyers-Wallen and Tracy Brandt, AHT.
The Roving photographer regretfully missed the following: Dr. L. Fuhrer, Dr. P. Rowland, Dr. D. Peters, and Dr. M. Suter.
Microbiology And Immunology

Dr. Frederic Scott

Dr. George Poppensiek

Dr. Dorothy Holmes

Dr. John Timoney

Lola Winter

Dr. Gary Dunny
Parasitology

Dr. Marion and Jay Georgi

Dr. Dwight Bowman

Dr. Marguerite Frongillo

Dr. Susan Wade

Practice Management

Dave and Jane Gallagher
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In the lab during photo session: Dr. Robert Wasserman, Dr. John E. Wootton, Dr. Edgar L. Gasteiger, Dr. Robert F. Gilmour, Jr.
Avian And Aquatic Medicine

Dr. Bruce Calnek

Dr. H.L. Shivaprasad

Dr. Benjamin Lucio-Martinez

Dr. Syed Naqi

Dr. Paul Bowser

Versatile Foods

(I to r) Sandra Howe, Diane Giordano, Paul Sample, John Marinos
SAC Residents and Interns

Dr. Bruce Walker
Dr. Sue Dougherty
Dr. Dan Severson
Dr. Howard Lawrence
Dr. Paul Bookbinder
Dr. Erik Peterson
SAC/Techs And Support
Tied up doing catheter care: Catherine Schenck-Staley, AHT, and Lady Guernsey, AHT.
Dr. Amy Yeager

Shari Renaud-Farrell AHT

Dr. Kathy Beck

Radiology

Bob Wallace AHT

Dr. Victor Rendano

Gerald Ryan

Linda Young

Rachel Ayers and Barb Cole

Patricia Homer AHT

In the darkroom: Julie Wojcik, AHT.
Sleeping off the isoflurane: Dr. Charles E. Short
Large Animal Faculty

Dr. Peter Rakestraw

Dr. Alan Nixon

Dr. Dean Hendrickson

Dr. Susan Fubini

Dr. Mike Prichard

Dr. Jeff Ward

Dr. Bud C. Tennant
Pharmacy

Bob Hawkes, Jerry Decker, Mel Bell

Joan Ryan

Tari Eaton

Walt Lalor

"Oz" Oswald

Biomedical Communications

Becky Green

Ed Kirker

Sandy Berry, Debbie Bell, Vivianne Lawson, John Lauber, Peter D.
Ambulatory

Dr. Francis Fox

Dr. Pete White

Dr. Gerry Mechor

Dr. Chuck Guard

Dr. Mary Smith

Dr. John Dascanio

Dr. Lorin Warnick, Dr. Calvin Booker

Dr. Dan Kenny
Isn't That Special . . .

Udderly asleep

Her udder was this long.

Another rough night rat hunting.

Put "Miss January" on again!

Never let them see you sweat.

Dr. Sherlie locates Dr. Ril's G-spot.

Hey little girl, want some candy?

Pexy now, party later man!
Micky Mouse Club devotee

Squeeze here for exophthalmos!

Dr. Playter still refuses to comply with the new dress code. It's not obvious is it?

Happiness is a warm banana.

Put that back now!

Stud muffins!

It's raining cows and hogs.

Massingill?
Oh . . . geez, Beth! And there I was, about to lasso the run away stagecoach . . .

This isn't my beer?!

Get out, this isn't a dog.

Rigor mortis

I'm so happy, I could just . . .

Siamese-Twins

And the fact of the matter is . . .

And a lightening bolt charged from Dr. Barteau's head . . .
Ooh baby, tell me more.

We like them long & thin.

Yes, even God has to do his laundry.

I hate it when that happens.

good Canadian boys must go to ice hock-
practice.

Guess what we're sitting on.

Pumpkin-heads can chug beers too!

Ooh baby, tell me more.
How dry I am ... If you think this finger is big

1-900-CALL SEX

I'm wearing lace underwear & you?

Holstein Cat? Right?

Mrs Ray's sperm bank donors.

OK, who cut the cheese?!

If you think this finger is big...
The Class Of 1993
What most students see during Cell Physiology
The Class Of 1992
Watch that hand

Pathetically cute Lauren Glick

"Heidi - - - in Lab?"

"Have a nice day"

Status Epilepticus

"Really Mom - I was at the library"

The look says it all

"I didn't do it"

Hey Joel - what about us?
"The object is to look into the microscope"

“I have a question...?”

"Swept off her feet"

"Hey babe - what are you doing later?"

"Ectopic volley ball?"
Debbie's darker side!

Think what you want!

"Well - according to the instructions"

"Watch those hands Rich"

Hard at work again.

Not hard at work - again

"That's all folks"

Wilderness women

She's shrinking!

"Janine - what are you doing?"
The Class Of 1991
SCAVMA Halloween Party
It's no use Marianne... no matter what we do... we have no lips.
Alpha Psi
And Billions Of People
Some Of Our Talents
Mari Amioka

Hometown: Here . . . or there? . . . Not sure . . .
Best times: Mexicali Rose; skiing Tahoe; parties at Ted’s cottage on the lake; Easter dinner at Dr. Fox’s; relaxing at home with “the kids”; small animal medicine (at times).
Worst times: Freshman year; crew revisited; large animal surgery; showering with Dr. Kenney on a Mecklenburg hillside in the freezing rain; small animal medicine (at other times).
Thanks to: Ted . . . couldn’t have done it without you; Jay Gould . . . for taking the time to care—thank you for all your support, encouragement, advice and friendship; Horn . . . for being Horn and for being a believer; a special thanks to Grama and Auntie . . . for all your love and support, and to my brothers . . . for getting me here and; last but definitely not least . . . to Sean, Tamara, Hawkeve, Hot Lips, Sidney and Alex . . . for always being there.
In loving memory of: Odessa—my beloved companion for 16 years, and Charlotte—your time was short, but memorable.
Where to find me in ten years: Good question!
Favorite quote: “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”

Cynthia Bacmeister

Ando yo caliente, riese la gente.
Gracias, Ma y Pa, por su amor, so apoyo, so amistad . . . Thank you, all!

Joy

She climbs into her green sheets at night,
but when the morning sun warmly caresses
her smooth casings,
she bursts
bright and wonderful
creating clouds of color
and a sky, her fragrance,
that is Life
new and splendorous.

CXB

Bridget Barry

THE VALUE OF A SMILE -by Marion T. Phillips
It costs nothing, but creates much; it enriches those who receive, without impoverishing those who give; it happens in a flash, and the memory of it sometimes lasts forever; none are so rich they can get along without it, and none so poor but are richer for its benefits. It creates happiness in the home, fosters good will in a business, and is the countersign of friends. It is rest to the weary; daylight to the discouraged, sunshine to the sad, and nature’s best antidote for trouble. Yet, it cannot be bought, begged, borrowed or stolen, for it is of no earthly good to anybody until it is given away. Nobody needs to smile so much as those who have none left to give. Smile, smile, smile.
SPECIAL THOUGHTS TO:
1) Mom, D, Kev, Meg, Jacko, Aunt Mary, Granky, and Pop (the family).
2) Rebhun, Mimi, Keith, Mark (for everything).
3) John and Amy (for caring).
4) Mrs. Meehan and Bear, David Moss and Beckett (for the inspirational relationships).
5) Chipper, Beck, Maddy (the pets), and Visual, Penelope, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune (the puppies).
6) The top of the hill (for being a place to think special thoughts).
7) Those who smile . . .
Beverly Blinn

Hometown: Saratoga, NY
Best times: Multiple trips away: Hawaiian Honeymoon, Scotland, & California x 2 with Pam N.; SAC crew; working with Concannon’s beagles with Mary B.; Alpha Psi; watching Cathy G. & Pam H. empty the contents of the horse pluck into their boots in anatomy; adopting the therio mare with the “free prize inside”; adopting multiple other homeless animals, large and small; watching Cathy G.’s face take 10 min. to regain its color after my horse ran away with her; evening with Gayanna & the Equestrian Center gang; Friday night happy hour & riding at the Equestrian Center.
Worst times: L.A. anatomy; falling asleep during a pharmacology exam; vaccinating cattle for 15 hrs straight (all night) at the Beef Sale on Ambulatory; having all of our equine surgery elective ponies crash post-op; not being able to spend enough time with my husband.
Thanks to: Cathy G. for all of the amusement provided; Gayanna & the Equestrian Center gang for all the non-vet-related fun; my brother & sisters for all of their support & encouragement; and especially my husband Brian for all of his patience & love during these four years.

Celeste Boatwright

Michael Brennen

So this is it! It’s incredible how fast four years have passed. Good luck to us all in achieving our pursuits, and thanks to my wife, family, and good friends for helping maintain sanity and making it all worth while. — Now it’s off to the real world. Yeehaw!
Laurence Cangro
Hometown: Commack, NY
Good memories: Colorado skiing, Tom Sawyer in Albany, poker games, "The Band".
Bad memories: Was it beer or was it tobacco juice, $60 guts pots.
Future plans: Play some jazz guitar, ski and maybe practice some vet med on the side.
Thanks to Cathy whose love and support have helped me realize the truly important things in life. Thanks to my parents who have provided constant support and encouragement through both good times and bad.

Daniel Carmichael
Hometown: Ithaca, NY
Best times: OTS parties, talent shows (Anatomy Blues Brothers, Bahama Mammas, Whisteling Waynes); wine tours; carp fishing; Christmas eve-eve parties; immortality at the Palms.
Favorite quote: "Why heifer mastitis?"
Thanks to: My wife, Peggy, for all her love and support.

James Carmichael
(Jimber) In view of my eminent graduation from NYSCVM, I would like to extend my thanks to my classmates for everything they have taught me, to Mom and Dad for their support, and most of all to my best friend, Maureen.
Memories of vet school: anatomy crew with Eileen and Celeste (buckets!); fishing in Ithaca; I'm married!; SCAVMA Halloween parties; small animal crew; intramural water polo/volleyball/football/softball; lunch with the "married guys" (Steve, Andy and Stefan). You can find me doctoring cows in the future.
Joyce Carnevale

Hometown: Elmira, NY
Favorite Quote:
Afoot and light hearted I take to the open road,
Healthy, free, the world before me,
The long brown path before me
leading wherever I choose.
Henceforth I ask not good-fortune,
I myself am good-fortune.
Henceforth I whimper no more,
postpone no more, need nothing.
Done with indoor complaints, libraries,
quarrelous criticisms.
Strong and content I travel the open road.

Where to find me in 10 years: Cat practice in the Colorado Rockies.

-Matt Whitman

Matthew Chavkin

Mr. Suave, . . . Mountainside, NJ . . . Pomona, chirp! . . . chica buena . . . want to know more? . . . nice eyes . . . let's jam . . . live long and prosper . . . receptor/ligand phenomenon . . . tomato soup, cottage cheese, currant jelly, chicken fat, and coffee grounds . . . let's jam, again . . . foetus around the lake . . . angels and oscars . . . anacoda left left left high/low . . . Greetings! . . . wallhuggers and low kill shots without a squeak . . . foxes, German shepherds, and boxers . . . Kamchatka v. New Jersey . . . big black and the Star of India.

Renee Chrest

Hometown: Towson, Maryland
Best times: Ocean City; crew; cross country skiing with Mich; tennis; gross anatomy with Mich; talks with Pam; Mich and Sue; partying with Pam; Chapter House; Kuma's with the Steve Southworth "groupies"; wings at Mexicali; biking and swimming with Rich; quiet times with Jack; end of junior year celebration; pitchers at the Connection with Pam; walks at the Plantations; Catskills Conference; becoming "cultured" with Jocelyn.
Worst times: The butterflies before Applied Anatomy exams and senior seminar presentation; being a "slow learner" in the Buffalo Club.
Future plans: Small animal surgery residency, then finally . . . the real world.
Where to find me in ten years: In the sunny south . . .
Thanks to: My family—Mom, Dad, Ken, Randy, Susan and Brian—for their endless support and love over the past four years; and my friends for giving me a life outside of vet school.
Glen Cousineau

Hometown: Goshen, Vermont.
Times to remember: Spring skiing in Vermont; Ambulatory Crew; junior surgery; life at OTS; birthdays at "Lazy Acres;" Larry and the "Redman;" painting Dr. Fox's car with Sandy, Tracy and Michelle L.; fishing for the "queen;" Matt plunging into an ice filled stream to save his fish; darting Scottish Highlander bulls.
Times to forget: Fall semester sophomore year; small animal ICU; leading Nedrow cows; c-sections with Calvin; mornings after birthdays; OTS parties and nights at the Chapter House.
Words to leave by: A man without an education may steal from a freight car; but give him a university education, and he may steal the whole railroad.
Thanks to: My entire family for their encouragement and support; the ambulatory clinic for their patience and knowledge; Atomic Ski Company and Pico Peak for making winters fun; and Bono for being a constant and loyal buddy.
Future plans: To find a paycheck, raise some horses and retire early to a life of fishing, skiing and playing cowboy.
Where to find me in ten years: Owning my own ski area that excludes Long Islanders.

Kim Cronin

Hometown: Stony Brook, NY
Best times: SCAVMA trip to U.C. Davis; OTS road rallies; nights at Mexicali Rose.
Worst times: ICU 10 - 3 am. shift; senior seminar, Dr. D's applied anatomy oral exams; waiting . . . in the clinics.
Where to find me in 10 years: Far away from Ithaca in a small animal referral practice or owning my own specialty earring store.
Favorite quotes: Wherever you go, there you are; Hurry up and wait.
Thanks to: Mom and Dad for all of their support, financial and otherwise.

Alberta Crum

Memorable moments:
Getting in. Meeting my anatomy partner. First successful surgery.
First successful bird release.
Saying goodbye to a friend and father.
Marrying my best friend.
With much love and thanks to my family and friends - for their love and fellowship, faith and support.
Marianne Dallessandro

Home: Valley Cottage, NY (No, not Long Island!)

Thanks: Very special thanks to Mom and Dad for all of your support, encouragement and especially love through all of these years, but most of all, for making my dreams come true. Thanks to my brothers, Joe and Anthony, for watching out for me, to Dave for being such a sweetheart, and to Dr. W. for everything.

Best times: Summer vacation; SCAVMA Conference at Davis 1987; California; Road Rally 1982; halloween parties '86 & '88; George and Nick’s parties; working out!

Worst times: Winters in Ithaca; midterms sophomore year and “freaking out”; cow palpations.

Future plans: Small animal practice a block from the beach!

Where to fine me in ten years: Someplace where the lows are 70°F

Words to leave by: “Take your passion, and make it happen . . . ”

Byron De La Varre

Hometown: Crouton on the Houston, NY


Worst times: Forgotten/History

Words to leave by: How dull it is to pause, to make an end, to rust unburnished, not to shine in use. To Strive, to Seek, to Find and not to Yield.

Future plans: To Live Life to the Lees - Maximize Quality of Experience.

Thanks to: All people of the NYSCVM for your never ending assistance, support, patience, & understanding. All of those close to me - you know who you are!

And most importantly to my fabulous family for everything.

Where to find me in 10 years: I doubt you’ll be able - but do try!

Stephen Diana

Best times: Hanging out with the married guys.

Worst times: Paying for the privilege of staying up all night to make sure IV’s are dripping in ICU.
Beatrice Ehrsam

Nicknames: Bea, bea-bea, etc.

The highest good is like water.
Water gives life to the ten thousand things and does not strive.
It flows in places men reject and so is like the Tao.

In dwelling, be close to the land.
In meditation, go deep in the heart.
In dealing with others, be gentle and kind.
In speech, be true.
In ruling, be just.
In business, be competent.
In action, watch the timing.

No fight; No blame.
-Lao Tsu

Andrew Eschner

Hometown: Dewitt, New York.
Best times: Lunches, b-ball, and the numerous laughs and good times with the "married men," Jim, Steve & Stefan.... woof; winning two IM box lacrosse championships with the "Cor-Vets;" returning home at the end of the day to my supportive wife.
Worst times: Shizonts and ornamented scutums; getting destroyed by the B-school in inner-tube waterpolo; learning we all have Demodex mites in our pores.
Words to leave by: There are many paths up the mountain.... but the view from the top is still the same.
Future plans: Small animal practice in the Northeast; travel the world.
Thanks to: Mom and Dad for their generous financial and moral support throughout life; my wife, Sue, for her patience and understanding when times get rough and my career seems to take the front seat.
Favorite quote: Every creature is better alive than dead, men and moose and pine trees.... - Thoreau

Where to find me in ten years: On a dock, by a lake, in the woods, with my frolicking wife, kids and dogs.

Mary Fadden

Three of the greatest abilities that a person can possess are the ability to love, to be thankful, and to be humble. In this spirit, I dedicate this page to those people whose profound influence on my life has molded the way I think and act today. To my parents, for their love and support, for telling me that I could do anything that I set my mind to, for teaching me to ask questions and seek answers, and for showing me how to place the needs of others first, before my own.... I am truly thankful. To my sister Ellen, for her love and support, for teaching me to share what little I have with others and for showing me how to give willingly.... I am truly thankful. To my Auntie, Hazel Dean-John, for caring for me as her daughter, for teaching me a language, culture and history rich in beauty and meaning, and for her many gifts to future generations of Haudenosaunee.... I am truly thankful. To my mentor, Ward Stone, one of the few true heroes left in this world, for teaching me to love science, to seek truth and justice and to fight with the spirit of a warrior to protect the earth for future generations.... I am truly thankful. To my husband Stephen, for his love and support, for teaching me to laugh at myself, and for showing me how to love and trust another person implicitly, without reservation.... I am truly thankful.
Elaine Feely

Hometown: Oceanside, NY.
Best times: Horseback riding, bicycling, and cross country skiing around Ithaca; sunny spring breaks in California and North Carolina.
Unforgettable moments: Camping out for concert tickets; polluting your private pond; “If I’m in the plant, then I’m part of the plant.”
Worst times: Trying to start uncooperative automobiles in arctic temperatures; one small slip on an icy staircase.
Where to find me in ten years: South of here.
Thanks to: Everyone who helped me through the last four years; the roommates who helped walk my mutt; the surgery partners who helped SOAP my cases; the friends who provided notes, entertainment, and advice; my family who understood through it all; and Tammi, who wagged her tail no matter what.

Miriam Fitchett

To my family: Without your love, support, and encouragement, I would not be where I am today. Thank you for putting up with the endless parade of pets. You are my rock. I love you.
To my special friends: You have made vet school a fun (sometimes not) and interesting place to live for four years. You have helped me retain my sanity while driving me crazy at the same time. I will always be there for you. Thanks for the laughter, dog walks, long talks, and munchies. May your reach always exceed your grasp.
Last, to my K-9 companion: Who would have thought I would learn so much from just one little dog? Many thanks to the people who have kept him in a full hair coat and visual.
Have fun in the real world everyone — I know I will!

Lisa Fullam

To my Classmates,
I know you expect strange statements from me, so here are a few parting weird remarks: First - Thanks - you’ve taught me a great deal about all sorts of things—important things. I won’t forget. Second - as you go off into the real world - remember who you are, really. Third - from Cervantes - “When in doubt, err on the side of mercy.” Fourth - from Ghandi - “There’s more to life than increasing its speed.” Fifth - from Woody Guthrie - “Take it easy - but take it.”

Bye,
Lisa
Something is burning, baby, are you awake?
Something is burning, baby, are you awake?
Are you still my friend, baby, whom we sigh
Of the love in your heart for me?
Of the love in your heart for me?

You've been avoiding the main stages,
In a long dark smile.
You've just disappeared is the main feature.
What's going on?
What's going on?

I know everything about you, place, so it means.
But, I no longer feel in your place of your place?
What's happening?
What's happening?

I know everything about you, place.
I know everything about you, place.
I know everything about you, place.
I know everything about you, place.
I know everything about you, place.
I know everything about you, place.

Oh my darling, you're like a dog, baby, among the pasture begins
And festivities and a multitude of plan.
But it all is fine, you and me in the light?
Why are you so far from my ways?
Why are you so far from my ways?

I can feel it in the wind, the wind, the wind
I can feel it in the wind, the wind, the wind
I can feel it in the wind, the wind, the wind
If you can't live by that alone, you won't be satisfied.
You can't feel it all alone.

Get to start living, baby, can you explain?
Please can you save me of my baby, like a midnight train
Won't you save me, baby, because I don't know what to.

I can feel it in the wind, in the wind
And it's a whole meal.
I can feel it in the dust as I get off the box
Or the carousel of town.

I've been waiting for the last stage of a curve.
I don't want to see you either-I know you need.

But it ain't what you deserve.
Something is burning, baby, something in flames.
There's a man going around, selling stories.
Ring down when you're ready baby, I'm waiting for you.

I believe in the lighthouses, you know that I do.

--Bob Dylan
Gayanna Gilbraith

"It is possible to commit no mistake and still lose. This is not a weakness, it is life."

As I look back on my 4 years at Vet school, I hope to remember the special times I have had here. Late nights in freshman anatomy with Chris, bleeding beagles in Dr. Concannon's lab, "Polar Bear" in Jr. Surgery, and the tremendous learning experiences from Anesthesia Crew 1989. The 4 years have also brought special friendships (especially Bev) among classmates and workmates, a new child (Nathaniel Lee), the joys (?) of owning a house, and new pets (neigh).

I'd like to thank all those who have helped me through the 8 years of college: my family, Keith, my special friends (Tarene, Sally), classmates, and all the technical staff.

Future Goals: to win the lottery. Barring that, to practice quality veterinary medicine in a small or mixed practice, raise our son, and continue participating in horse trials and hunts.

Stefan Giles

Hometown: Belmont, NY
Known as: One of the married guys.
Favorite quote #1: "Skepticism is the chastity of the intellect - it should not be given up lightly to the first comer."
Favorite quote #2: "Readiness to answer all questions is the infallible sign of stupidity."
Best things about Vet School: Intramural sports and BEING DONE.
If anyone would have told me four years ago how fast our years in vet school would go by, I never would have believed them. I guess time flies when you are having fun?! After graduation, I plan on getting into a mixed animal practice somewhere in western New York. Finally, this page would not be complete if I did not thank my family for their constant love and support. This especially applies to my wife Kathy, whose companionship, love, support, and guidance have made the past four years the best of my life.

Richard Goldstein

Rich Goldstein, a native of Mahopac, NY, is pleased to graduate in the top 100% of the class. Having experienced the thrill of subcutaneous emphysema, he leaves NYSCVM on a bicycle journey to the Island of Boneo, where he hopes to practice veterinary medicine and teach Shakespeare to the proboscis monkeys. He would like to thank his Mom, Dad, sister and Salem for their constant love and support; Renee for helping him get through; everyone associated with LSOH and ADHANITU; and his eleventh grade English teacher for proving way-back-when, that grades don't matter. CARPE DIEM! See you on Broadway!
Keith Gordon

Hometown: Beautiful Ridgewood, New Jersey
Worst times: Driving back from Great Barrier Reef with Dave. Waking up most winter mornings in Ithaca. Night after French Things.
Favorite quote: Always do good. It will gratify some and amaze the rest. (Twain)
Amusement can make the most dire circumstances seem trivial, tolerable, and quite possibly enjoyable. (Gordon)
Special thanks: To mom and dad for their support and encouragement.

Catherine Grossi

Hometown: Portsmouth, Rhode Island
Best times: Time spent with friends; Chinese lunch; intramurals; senior year (finally); raising "the boys."
Worst times: First semester freshman year; classes in the dark; P2; herd health; photographs; The Drive.
Thanks to: My family and friends for their love and support; all the people who made the last four years not only bearable, but fun.

Pamela Hutchinson

Hometown: Stanley, NY.
Best times: Summer ’89, especially Ocean City, MD; August 1, 1989; whirlwind tour of Florida-March, 1987; the very last day of classes!
Worst times: First semester, sophomore year.
Favorite saying: God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.
Thanks to: Mom, for all the leftovers; Dad, for all his mechanical expertise; Tracy and Po for all the walks along the bike path; and Renee for being the only one who would go out the night before the last day of classes.
Where to find me in ten years: Some place warm and sunny.
Jarra Jagne

Dear Papa and Yaya,
Thank you for nurturing and encouraging me throughout my educational career. I wish you both were here to reap the benefits but as both of you might say-"It was the will of Allah." Jerejef.

Your loving daughter
Jarra

Doreen John

Hometown: Wayland, NY.
Special memories: My birthday freshman year; times with Greg, especially our wedding day; summers in New Mexico working at my brother's practice.
Unforgettable times: Trashing Fox's office; OTS parties, LAC crew '88.
Forgettable Times: Meeting "Ralph" on the lawn of OTS.
Favorite quote: "Happiness is . . . . being married to your best friend."
Thanks to: Mom and Dad, all of my family, and especially Greg for always being there with love and support.
Future plans: To become a world renowned authority on sheep rectal prolapses.

Karen Johnston
John Kearney

Best times: Weekends, Toronto, freshman year road rally, fog in Ohio. 
Where to find me next year: Who knows? hopefully Boston. 
Where to find me in ten years: In a large referral practice (or a small catering business).

Dana Kellerman

Best times: Weekends, Toronto, freshman year road rally, fog in Ohio. 
Where to find me next year: Who knows? hopefully Boston. 
Where to find me in ten years: In a large referral practice (or a small catering business).

Kimberly Koprowski

Hometown: Barton, Vermont 
Best times in vet school: My surgery rotations, having a baby, having Lorna as a friend
Worst times in vet school: First year anatomy class, colicking horses, my mom dying of cancer in 1988.
Thanks to: My wonderful parents who have always shown love and understanding. If I can follow in their footsteps and be the kind of people they were, then I should be proud. 
Thanks also to Mark-my husband and best friend-who never left my side through good and bad. Without him, I never could have made it this far. 
Thanks to Kristina for never expecting much of me and lifting my spirits when I was down.
And thanks to all my teachers who showed me the way and believed in me.
Future plans: Having a mixed rural Vermont practice, a deer farm, a greenhouse business and a restaurant business.
Sophia Koster

Hometown: Secaucus, New Jersey
Best times: OTS Road Rally freshman year; SCAVMA Symposium in Colorado; Spring Break in California; the road trip to Georgia and vacationing in Hilton Head with Celeste, Marg and Jan; junior surgery with Doreen, Marg and Webster; working in the clinics senior year.
Worst times: Physiology lab; Physiology lecture; Dr. D’s open book Neuroanatomy final; that Pharmacology midterm fall semester sophomore year; and cow rectals in Therio lab.
Future plans: Marriage and a family. A house with a barn on five acres of land in New Jersey—raising Appalosas and Doberman pinschers. Partnership of a small animal practice—dabbling in equine medicine.
Where to find me in ten years: Playing pool in my office on a lunch break; running the practice while Marg is on vacation.
Thanks to: My parents for their love and support, and for taking care of Pepper for the past eight years; my sisters for their constant encouragement; Kenny for his patience and love; Marg for always being there when I needed her, and finally, my dobie, Prince, for his never-ending devotion.

Michele Lamothe

It's been a blast! ... OTS ... Wineries ... “The Blondes” ... Survival Dancing ... “Corripere-ing” my “Diem” with Sandy ... Rooms Parties ... Jr. Surgery ... OTS Formal with Tim Astaire ... Beef Wellington and Duck L’Orange ... Guelph Beach Party (ask Jan-ol) ... Are you happy? ... Chapter House ... OTS Road Rallies ... Six Mile Creek ... Hot tub parties ... Coaching summer softball ... Matt’s memorable bachelor party! ... SCAVMA Conference ’89 ... Visiting “The” Ohio State U. with Cheryl ... Thanks to everyone who made it a great 4 years. Good luck!

David Leahy

“Cat Naps Are Too Good for Cats”
Oh, early every afternoon
I like a temporary swoon.
I do not overeat at luncheon,
I do not broach the bowl or puncheon;
Yet the hour from two to three
Is always sleepy-time for me.

I would not sell my daily swoon
For all the rubies in Rangoon.
What! Sell my swoon? My lovely swoon?
I'll sell my soul before my swoon.
It’s not for sale, my swoon’s immune.

Ogden Nash

“The road Not Taken”
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.

Robert Frost
Janiene Licciardi

Hometown: Rochester, NY.
(Just a few) Memorable times: Cleaning up after Doreen at OTS; turning green in anatomy; riding in Chugaboo; catching trout (or were they minnows?) at Buttermilk; getting lost during Road Rallies; getting lost on skis at Yellow Barn; losing Rocky; AT Center social hours; OTS skits; parties; parties; symposium vacations; Pepe Le Pew; a certain broken window; canoeing in Fall Creek during the dry season; summer jobs in Maine; Hawaii; the Navajo Indian Reservation; and Vancouver Is., BC; 2500 miles in Bea's car. What a trip it's been.
Future plans: Something different everyday and vacations whenever possible.
Where to find me in ten years: Travelling the world (and maybe working on the side).
Thanks to: Mel and Erica, for being my inspiration (really!); Allison, for always a great conversation (is it really 2AM already?); Bea, for teaching me how to drive; Cheryl and Barb, for being my buddies; all my non-vet friends, for all the good times and bad; my "little" brother, Joe, for never tiring of listening to me (especially the gory stories); and most of all, Mom and Dad, for making everything come true. Yes, I'm finally out of school! "Sooner or later, it all gets real." -NY

Koen Loeven

Hometowns: Dryden, NY; Woodstock, CT; Windsor, CT; Granby, CT; Gettysburg, PA; Baltimore, MD; Leiderdorf, The Netherlands.
Worst times: Cell Physiology; Ithacating weather with no sun for weeks; working on the house.
Best times: Love and support from Pat; Michael for just being himself; good times with good friends; hope for the future of Eastern Europe; working on the house.

Anne Lowenthal

Biggest surprise: Riding Studley Moore's neck, backwards, during recovery after a junior surgery.
Most intrepid sample collection: Forage analysis via an all terrain vehicle with a Benedictine monk.
Newest horizon: Rock and roll with Little Shop.
Heartfelt thanks to the pit crew — Yvonne and Meers, Mom and Dad and Jas-babe, Levins all, and my beloved Ken and Tramples. And love to absent friends: Marco, Clouds, Apheresnaphtie, Studley Moore, and most of all, Alvin.
"... the wise man is one who never sets himself apart from other living things, whether they have speech or not..."
from A Wizard of Earthsea, by U. K. Le Guin
Cheryl McFee

Hometown: Bainbridge, NY
Best Times: Camping on the Finger Lakes Trail, Six Mile Creek Gorge, Alpha Psi broomball and parties, SCAVMA symposiums in California and North Carolina, Halloween parties, intramural softball soccer and volleyball, Thanksgiving in Manhattan.
Words to leave by: "The secret of life is enjoying the passage of time."

Thomas Mac Mackin

Hometown: Cazenovia, NY.
Family: Dorothy, Grant, Sara, Renata, ... Mitchell, Earl, Aubrey, Principal, and his herd.
Times to remember: Canada; Brackley Beach; the Bellamys; my first year class; my second year class; squash and racquetball with Mike; time home with Mom and Dad; Dr. Dennez; the beauty of Upstate, NY; studying with my friends: Mary, Kim, Mike, Dan, Matt, Keith, Nick; meeting Renata and her family.
Unforgettable moments: Mom, Dad, Sara, Renata, my friends, and all the horses who have held me up; the faculty: thank you for giving me the opportunity and investing your time and energy.
Advice: Try, think, care.

Nicholas Macri

Better to pass boldly into that other world,
in the full glory of some passion;
than fade and wither dismally with age.

James Joyce
"The Dead"

Not a whit we defy augury;
There is a special Providence in the fall of a sparrow.
If it be now, 'tis not to come,
If it be not to come, it will be now;
If it be not now, yet it will come;
The readiness is all.

William Shakespeare
Hamlet
Act V; Scene ii

You've got to roll 'ol 'ol with the punches.

Van Halen
"Jump"
Lorna Marke

Nickname: Doone.
Hometown: Good question.
Best times: Foundations course freshman year; Dim Sum Sunday AMs; homelife with Sharon and Ruth; 3 years with Amy and Mike; yakking on the phone with Carnivore (Joyce) and making fun of her backing out of my driveway; watching videos and falling asleep on the couch at Kim C’s; racketball games and getting sentimental about leaving Ithaca with Cathy G.; dinners at Kim and Mark’s.
Worst times: The long night before small animal anatomy final first year; acid/base; the day of applied anatomy exams; the week before senior seminar; dogs trying to wake up early while on Anesthesiology rotation; Babette breaking down yet again.
Memorable song: Wild Thing.
Future plans: Moving somewhere warmer! Small animal practice in the Northeast, on the West Coast (aaah!) or overseas.
Thanks to: Mom and Dad, Rob, Joyce, Sharon, Kitty and Tigger.

Sandy Marky

Best times: Living with Laurie and Chris; anchors and assorted Trinkets, 202, wineries, swimming in the gorge; dancing; US 100 ride w/ Chris; Gwyn & Manor Born; lunches with “Mom”; catching ponies at Sally Dunn; Kuma’s, Ide’s, Rongo, Chapter House, & Glennwood Pines; BBQ’s; my birthdays; Anatomy with Jarra, Laurie, Linda; Fox’s office & car; mochaccinos; Murders at Pam’s; Pictionary; L.A. Law after 9 zillion hr long junior surgeries; Arizona, Oregon & Mexico; Carpe’i diems w/ M’che; Halloween parties; Ithaca sunsets, Senior year and getting to know our class at its best during its worst; ERP and being a sex kitten in training; GMPs, the Planner Wars; Finishing the Senior Pages!
Worst times: Rottweillers that go “WOOF” in the night, food poisoning, the rabbit that broke my collar bone, takehome exams, other things too traumatic to recall.
Favorite Quote: Carpe Diem.
Thanks to: MOM 8c DAD - for a quarter century of love, support, guidance, understanding and tolerance when you couldn’t; the rest of my family and kin; “Mom” Klock for teaching me and for all the fun; Donna; Laurie, Chris, Joe and Pam for everything; Care, Beck, and Marg for all of these years; Thank you to those who have taught me so much, especially my classmates. Linda - thanks for making these pages happen.

Linda Messinger

Best times: OTS; aerobics; Chapter House; LAC and SAC crews; Rolling Stones concert; vacations to Aruba, Cape Cod, California, and Seattle; parties; summers; “French-things” and body shots; Celeste’s birthdays ’88 & ’90; Barb’s birthday ‘89; Michelle drinking garbage; Jan-o having to leave class for ralph; Ben & Jerry’s; homecomings; senior clinics; gabbing with Marianne; the Chicklets; good times with friends; great danes, kitty cats and horses; “I gotta peel!” working on this section of yearbook with Sandy.
Not so good times: Long winters; getting bit by a cow; trying to fit teaching aerobics into a senior schedule; stalling cars; the morning after a night of Mexican and quarters; brown recluse spiders; the Schmos; histology; working on this section of yearbook with Sandy.
Special thanks to: Mom and Dad for their never ending love, support and encouragement (and the Benz); my brother, Vig, the Chicklets, and my kitties for always being there; my teachers for helping me get this far; and to all my vet school friends for making the last four years tons of fun. — thanks and good luck.
Where to find me in ten years: On the beach, located in an area with short winters.
Quote: “You become responsible, forever, for what you have tamed.”
- from The Little Prince.
Timothy Miller

When I was still a kid back in Pennsylvania, one day I was in my backyard, setting things on fire with a magnifying glass, when my nextdoor neighbor, Mr. Connor, came rushing over all excited and said, "Tim, come quick. A penguin has wandered into my yard." So I went over and sure enough there was a penguin, neither a spotted nor a herbaceous one, dabbling in an inflatable wading pool as penguins are want to do. Somewhat unnerved, Mr. Connor asked "What should I do?"

So I told him, "Mr. Connor, why don’t you take that penguin to Philadelphia to the zoo."

Well, he thought that would indeed be best and the two of them went walking off hand in flipper into Mr. Connor’s Buick and then drove off.

I didn’t think much about the incident until the very next day when, lo and behold and best beloved, I saw Mr. Connor and the same penguin coming out the front door, heading for the Buick. So I rushed over and said, "Mr. Connor, I thought I told you yesterday to take that penguin to the Philadelphia zoo."

And he replied, "I did and we had such a good time there, today we’re going to the Phillies game."

No worst of times, only best of times.

Pamela Nersesian

Hometown: Manhasset, NY.
Best times: Afternoons off; senior surgery; “Little Shop of Horrors;” necropsy reports at Mexicali Rose; murder mysteries; Mochaccino’s with Sandy, Chris and Laurie; Summer ’87 at the ERP; spiders and slides in Cell Phys; Road Rallies; trips with Kent; late night studying with Sue Harter (Adrenergic?! What’s that?!"

Worst times: Moose’s three laparotomies and osteosarc diagnosis; Bacteriology final; P2 shifts in the LAC; “the cat from hell;” losing Bill Forsythe as a friend.

Words to leave by: “There is no possession more valuable than a good and faithful friend.”-Socrates.
Future plans: Small animal/equine practice.
Where to find me in ten years: Somewhere green, with horses and dogs.
Thanks to: Mom and Dad, for their unconditional love and support; Tom, Kathy, Nell, Jack, Audrey, Rory and Susie, for their continued friendship, inspiration and encouragement; my friends for their sincerity and insightful humor; Kent, for believing in me even when I didn’t; Chelsea and the Moose for their patience with a busy mom; and God, for strength, when it appeared there could be none.

Brigid Nicholson

Thanks to: Mom and Dad, Lisa, Nancy and Pam for always being there, and to Dan, Spike, and Cully for the smiles.
Margaret Ohlinger

Family: daughter Lorena, age 7 yrs.; cats: Coconut, Cajun, Katz, Blackie, & Chesnut; dog-Ch. Widgeon's Chelsea Bingo, CD, WD, WDX.; horse: Pearls are Rare.
Where to find me in 10 years: Further south where the snow doesn't fall, enjoying life with my daughter, riding horses, showing dogs, playing with cats and practicing the art and science of veterinary medicine.
Best times: Being awarded the 1988 & 1989 Westminster Kennel Foundation Scholarship at Madison Square Garden in NYC.
Worst times: Midterm exam week first semester second year; studying for small animal anatomy final while nursing Lore through chicken pox.
Favorite quote: God gave us memory that we might have roses in December.
Favorite poem: I think I could turn and live with the animals, they are so placid and self contained; I stand and look at them and long. They do not sweat and whine about their condition; they do not lie awake in the dark and weep for their sins; they do not make me sick discussing their duty to God.
Special thanks to: My mother, for your moral & financial support; my daughter for your patience and resiliency, love and understanding, for keeping me honest and tuned in to the simple things in life and the innocence of youth. Dr. Sue Hackett, my friend and mentor, for all of your advice and support; Nancy Leverenz, the other "single parent student," for being there when I needed you, we're a breed unto ourselves for only we know what it's really like!

Yvonne Oppenheim

You road I enter upon and look around,
I believe you are not all that is here,
I believe that much unseen is also here.
- from "Song of the Open Road"
  by Walt Whitman.

Karen Oros

Nickname: Kerrie or K.O.
Hometown: Cincinnatus, New York.
Best times: Large animal crew.
Worst times: Freshman year.
Favorite quote: The most fundamental principle of medicine is love.
  Paracelsus (1493-1541)
The Great Art of Surgery
Thanks to: My family and my two and four-footed friends for keeping me sane through the years.
George Pinkham

Hometown: Cornwall, NY
Best times: Spring breaks in Fla. and CA; downtown with Nick; Caz College; 10 days in Tulsa; 6 hr. trips to Providence; going home for a weekend; IC football.
Worst times: First year; 6 hr. trips back to Ithaca.
Future plans: Small animal practice
Where to find me in ten years: Semi-retired and coaching football somewhere.

Catherine Ralston

Hometown: Plattsburgh, NY
Best times: March 24, 1990 and the honeymoon at Snowbird, Utah, graduation day, SCAVMA conference in Colorado, skiing in Vermont, summers on Lake Champlain and East Hampton beaches, poker games at OTS, LA crew.
Worst times: Losing Missy, Holly and Katy. Large animal anatomy.
Favorite quote: "Better to be silent and thought a fool than to speak and remove all doubt"
Future plans: Mixed animal practice, raising a family with Larry, living life to its fullest.
Thanks to my parents and family for all their support during the "panic" phone calls over the past four years. To Larry, my best friend, for all his love and encouragement throughout the good and the difficult times.

Janette Relyea

Hometown: Melville (like in Moby Dick), NY.
Words to live by: "Facts all come with points of view
Facts don't do what you want them to"
-Talking Heads
Words to leave by: "Life is elsewhere." -Milan Kundera
Where to find me in ten years: Elsewhere.
Best surgical advice heard: "Don't tug on that, you never know what it might be attached to."
-Buckaroo Banzai: neurosurgeon, particle physicist, rock & roll star.
Amy Rodriguez

To my family who has filled my life with love and support  
To my friends for their acceptance  
To John  
Thank You  
"So comes snow after fire, and even dragons have their ending"  
Bilbo Baggins - The Hobbit

Charles Savini

Hometown: Warren, NJ.  
Best times: Sunday morning hoops; big money acey-ducey; last day of classes; Niagara Falls; Def Leppard in the rain; the ponies at Chincoteague (Chappaquiddick?); and most of the time with Tracy; IM champs in water polo and lacrosse (neither of which I can play);  
Worst times: 7 exams in 5 days; "Is this on the exam?" (whine when you say it). Where to find me in ten years: Are we really supposed to know that? Words to leave by: "... these childish dreams must end. To become a man and grow up to dream again."  
-Bruce Springsteen. "Two Hearts": The River.  
Thanks to: Mom and Dad, Lucy and Annette—I couldn’t have done it without you. Tracy—for making a lot of the bad parts good and especially for making me believe again.

Christine Schweizer

Best of times: Misty Saratogo mornings; 23rd birthday; life with Spike; OTS parties; dinner parties; Sunbathing with Pam; art openings; hanging out at home with my roommates; 25th birthday and football game proposal; "studying," lab partners, friendship, and driving home to get my car with Mimi; weekends at the park with Jimbo; ballroom dance and the '87 formal; being with Carol; Tae Kwan Do with Larry; ganging up on the housemother, undergraduate and the Blue Ridge Mountains with Laurie; intramural basketball; Sandy’s driving, hooting at wedding gowns, and the U.S. 100 Trail Ride; 10 o’clock gremlins; Equine Research Park; '87 Livestock Show; shopping for wedding gowns with my junior sx partners; being designated driver; senior clinics; life with Joe.  
Worst times: the rabies positive horse.  
Special thanks to:  
Sandy—still the hottest date in town.  
Laurie—without whom life would be very boring and empty.  
Joe—who I love most of all in spite of his "one-shoe" philosophy.  
My Grandfather—who shared with me his love of horses and in so doing set me on the road that has led me to this point.
David Scott

Hometown: Hazard, KY
Favorite quote: "If you keep your mouth shut, you never have to learn what shoe leather tastes like."
Best times: Wild four day weekends in Chicago, walking in the rain.
Thanks to: My family and friends for their love and support, and my classmates for their camaraderie.

Katherine Sevalla

"Until he extends the circle of his compassion to all living things, man will not himself find peace."

Albert Schweitzer

Laurie Shewokis

Hometown: Enfield, CT
Best times: 10/25/86, CSHA Banquet - my first date with Bob; 202 parties; Phi Psi formals; Fourth of July with 202; Friday night dinners with Glenn, Sandy and Bob; winery tours - getting lost in the Finger Lakes Nat’l Forest, Teagle at 6am; away games; Ithaca sunsets; hiking in Shenandoah with Bob; dinner cruises; walks with BB; 1/1/88 - our engagement; 7/12/89 - BB finally had puppies; hiding the PLANNER.
Worst times: Driving back and forth to Virginia; January, February and March in Ithaca; the days my car wouldn’t start; running out of oxygen in jr. surg.
Thanks to: My family for their love, support, and encouragement; to Sandy and Chris for their friendship and advice over the years and for being great housemates; to Pam N. for being a good friend and lab partner; to BB for her companionship and patience when I had to study instead of playing frisbee; and finally to Bob, for without him my life would have little meaning. I look forward to our life together.
In memory of . . . My father, whose hard work, determination, and sacrifice enabled his children to attain the education he could only dream of. I wish he could be here with me as I reach my lifelong goal of becoming a veterinarian.
Future plans: To marry Bob Buche in July 1990; to move to Virginia and work with horses; to avoid being a "referring veterinarian".
Michelle Singer

Hometown: Loudonville, NY.
Thanks to: my friends for making vet school: birds with Alberta; living and
dining with Bea; Chinese lunch with Cathy (who hates to have her picture
taken); “study” sessions (esp. SA anatomy) with Renee; wandering and mak­
ing plans with Sharon.
Thanks to: my parents for supporting me, in more ways than one, and for
always being there.
Special thanks and love to: John for being my bridge to the real world and for
hugs in the middle of the night.
Life is what you make it. Smile and make it worth it.

James Smith

Hometown: Eden, NY
Best times: vacation, small animal junior surgery.
Worst times: cell physiology, pathology, large animal medicine.
Future plans: Small animal practice in New York, California or Massachusetts.
Thanks to: My parents, for the first 18 years of my life.
My wife, Cheryl, for giving me the confidence I needed to get into vet
school and the determination to get through it, and for sharing the last five
years with me.
My mentor and friends, Dr. George Ross and the staff at the Colonial
Veterinary Hospital, for teaching me more about veterinary medicine and
surgery than any classroom lectures or textbooks ever could.
My pets: Punky, Wendell, Oliver, and Tyson, for their loyal companionship
and for providing a constant reminder that the last four years have been
worth it.
Where to find me in 10 years: Owning my own practice on the ocean, burning
my loan coupon book on the beach at sunset.
Favorite Quote: “All professional men are handicapped by not being allowed
to forget that which is useless.”

Olivia Topchy
Sharon Torrisi

Hometown: Livingston, New Jersey.
... we all must live our lives
Always feeling
Always thinking
The moments are arrived
If not now then when. -Tracy Chapman

Special Thanks to: all family, friends, and faculty for their never ending guidance, support and encouragement . . . Mom, I couldn’t have done it without you . . . Alberto, Michelle, Cathy, Mimi and Ben — although there never seemed to be enough time, just remember there was quality, if not quantity . . . Lorna, Ruth, Kitty #1, Kitty #2, Rio, Rodink and Tiggs—you guys make a great family . . . to everyone: may peace, good health, and happiness always be a part of your world.

Lawrence Tyczka

Hometown: West Seneca, NY

Best times: Vet school: Intramurals: Soccer! (Spurious champs ’88), Hockey, Volleyball, Softball, Squash; Vets ’91, ’87-’89 - the Coach!; Cass Park ice skating; Dryden soccer. Ballroom dance/Jitterbug class; SAC crew; Sr. Seminar; SCVMA symposiums, California, North Carolina; OTS always!; Rooms party: “Kim, lets get drunk.”; ERP: Moosewood and Cafe Decadence; Sleeping in class, in Sr. Sem., in surgery . . . ; Schurman “Beach” suntanning; blowing off class; 3 day weekends!!; Laurie 5- can I borrow your notes?


Words to live by: “Life is cumulative with death being the ultimate final learning experience.” - L.S.T.

“Some times you just have to say ‘What the Fuck!”

Quote: "What is Real? Real isn’t how you are made. It’s a thing that happens to you. Once you are real, you can’t be ugly, except to people who don’t understand.” - The Velveteen Rabbit

Where to find me in 10 years: I’ll be on a beach . . . somewhere.

Thanks to: Mom & Dad, I love you.

Margaret Ullmann

Hometown: Hicksville, New York (no kidding . . .).

Best times: “Winning” OTS Road Rally ’86, Halloween Party ’87 (dressed as kidneys & adrenal glands with Amy, Sophia and Marianne, and Dr. McAllister as the bladder); SCVMA ‘88 at UC Davis; Jan, Celeste, Sophia and I driving all night to get to OTS Grand Council at U. of Georgia, then taking a mini vacation at Hilton Head, NC and spending two great days on the beach; seeing the Rolling Stones with Soph, Celeste, Jan and Mark; playing frisbee with Rhea and relaxing.

Worst times: The marathon neuroanatomy final freshman year; Rhea eating a whole container of Filaribits when we had 7 exams in one week sophomore year; ICU duty (especially the graveyard shift).

Future plans: Small animal practitioner anywhere near a major city and within reach of family and friends; hopefully raising a family and working.

Thanks to: My loving father who always supported me in everything I did; my mother, my sister, Cornelia, Gary and Amanda for their love and support; Maryann for 11 years of support and friendship; Sophia and Prince for all the fun times and for helping me retain my sanity at school; my dog, Rhea, for her constant companionship.

Where to find me in ten years: Someplace warmer than Ithaca surrounded by family and friends; running our thriving small animal practice while Sophia is on vacation.
Kimberly Wadsworth

Hometown: Clinton, NY
Times to remember: Large animal crew, ho ho shay shay mow . . ., Helen St. Mt., eclipse, heh heh . . . be careful in there, trips to Syracuse, heh babe-what d’ya say . . .
Times to forget: First semester second year, senior seminar; colics in the night.
Favorite quote: "When in doubt, cut it out!"
Thanks to: My family for all your love, support and guidance. Thanks to Debbie for your ever-lasting friendship. A special thanks to Mom and Dad for believing in me and always being there when I need you; for that I will always be grateful. I love you.
Future plans: Mixed animal practice.
Where to find me in ten years: On a date in the Bahamas.

Tracy Ward

Hometown: King Ferry, NY.
Best times: Florida with Pam; midnight ice-cream runs with Sharon; Chincoteague; Napoli’s after jr sx; OTS rooms parties; walks in the plantations; Luna’s; ambulatory; Thanksgiving break; 4th year.
Worst times: Histo.; midterms Fall 2nd year; Po’s mast cell tumor; re-scrubbing in jr sx; perforated corneas on Large Animal Medicine; post-exposure rabies vaccinations.
Words to leave by: "A ship in a harbor is safe, but that is not what ships are built for." -Shedd.
Thanks to: My family—for never doubting I could do it; Sha—"Pez, Cherry-flavored pez;" Pam—from Dunbars to the Chapter House; Polio—"man’s best friend" is an understatement; Chuck—just because something isn’t forever doesn’t make it any less special; and Calvin—for putting up with all the garbage that came with being my friend.

Janet Welch

Hometown: Winchester, MA.
Times to remember: Hilton Head with Sophia, Margaret and Celeste (The Knights Inn, Aruba, the piggly wiggly); Dallas and Falconcrest with "the girls;" Miami; sun and cheap champagne at Taughannock Park; a spectacular July 4th; LAC crew; midnight to 7AM applied anatomy jams with Kathy and Sophia; hours spent at Lazy Acres.
Where to find me in ten years: Sittin’ on the dock of my summer lakehouse.
**Joseph Wilder**

Hometown: Pulaski, NY.
Best times: Deer hunting with Glen; working at Greek Peak; OTS Parties; spending time with Chris; playing with Spike; ambulatory rotation.
Worst times: Freshman year; days after OTS Parties.
Where to find me in ten years: With Chris, somewhere in the Northeast, hopefully working as a ski instructor in the winter and in dairy practice the rest of the year.
Special interests: downhill skiing (obviously); tae kwon do; weight lifting; playing with computers.

**Eileen Wilentz**

Times to remember: Walks by Fall Creek; soft tissue surgery with B$^2$ and HJH; small animal crew, escapes to Vermont.
Thanks to: Mom and Dad for all their support through this change in direction; all my friends who kept reminding me that age is not a limiting factor in life; everyone who stopped to help show the way . . . Amarq, Nat and Red—faithful throughout.
Advice: Beware the Jabberwock, my son!
The jaws that bite, the claws that catch
Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun
The fruminous Bandersnatch.

**Frances Willis**
Barbara Wohlfahrt

Hometown: Poughkeepsie, New York.
Best times: SAC Crew; soccer; "The Blondes:" fogs with Toto; good times with friends; OTS parties; vacations with Pete; "French-things" at the Chapter House.
Worst times: Freshman year; studying for Applied; no heat in the infamous apartment; Beasley.
Words to leave by: "The most fundamental principle of medicine is love."
-Paracelsus

Thanks to: Mom, Dad, and Lisa for their support, encouragement and love; Dr. Hornbuckle for his inspiration and smile; the "beasts" for reminding me why I'm here; Cheryl and Janiene for all the laughs and good memories; and Pete for his friendship and help in keeping it all in perspective.
Where to find me in ten years: At a real job!
Future DVMS

1. Anne Lowenthal
2. Mari Amioka
3. Barb Wohlfahrt
4. Margaret Ohlinger
5. Linda Messinger
6. Sophia Koster
7. Steve Diana
8. Kathy Sevalla
9. Dave Leahy
10. Michelle Lamothe
11. Renee Chrest
12. Marianne Dallessandro
Maizie & Eloise Welch
Reggie Blinn
Cracker Jack & Penny Blinn

Max & Lucy Carmichael
Bailey & Tammy Feely
Merry & Sam Topchy

Corrie & Niale Gilbraith
Tara Gilbraith
Mort Relyea

Jezebel Koprowski
Smokie Koprowski
Tramples Lowenthal

Thai-Lin Oros
Ed Goldstein
Odessa Amioka
A Long, Long Time Ago

It's J-a-r-r-a!

Look mom, sinuses! We are not drunk.

Marianne, this isn't that much fun.

We are not drunk.

It's J-a-r-r-a!

Hi Fran!

A star is born.

Marianne before nutri-system

Marianne, this isn't that much fun.

How old is it Pam?

Carmichael - unable to menace

Excuse me, but this sucks.

Facial spasm secondary to formalin toxicity

None of them should be trusted with a scalpel!
In A Galaxy Far, Far Away

I can't feel my glove!

It won't hurt - really

We use Close-Up toothpaste.

Not funny enough for a caption.

I can feel the thyroid gland.

Ms. Cool.

Oh, God!

Keith reflects on Darwin.

Larry, are you in there?

Dr. Noden revisited

The honeymoon couple

Waiting for the great pumpkin...
No More Pencils, No More Books . . .

She's mine!

A few good men.

The gong show rejects

It's how big?!

We don't swallow.

You do it

I'm turning Japanese, I really think so . . .

Curly, Mo & Larry

Weldon's "all beef" franks

Biomed move over!

Eeehe-he-he-he
What A Long Strange Trip It's Been

I like jello . . .

The new Geraldo show.

Eileen's fly trap.

All dressed up & no place to go.

The bobsie quadruplets

Pussy anyone

I wish I were an OB-GYN.

Gentlemen prefer Hanes.

Sex, Lies & Videotape

I love birthdays.

This is not a cat.
Milk, with BST - it's a natural.

Seashells by the seashore

And you thought you had a fat ass!

I hate anal glands

Point - counter point

Too much hair for Dr. D.

Boy, the shit sure hit the fan.

Love, peace . . .

Who did you pre-med Linda, Karen or the dog?
Togetherness...

Ahhhh, not another necropsy!

Jarra, get the droncit

This lady of the evening, is all yours for just $5!

She's my little tadpole.

Large animal Sx again.

Two-fisted Tim

Your money or your ferret!

Purdue Veterinary School

Koen Herriot

Sex Kittens

Ahhhh, not another necropsy!
Small animals ain't so bad...

It's just not the same.

Top or bottom?

You'll be running again soon.

Andrew's cuter!

OK, maybe just one kiss

Left... no right...
Oh shit, scours again.

Not a hair out of place

A bird being punished . . . no, no!

"Paperwork sucks"

Glen, how's the view?

"... 57, 58, 59 . . . ."

Spread 'em

Is that a colt or filly?
Dr Mr Ed.

Cut, clamp, tie + pull x 2

The 10 o'clock shadow

Put a tiger in your tank.

Gimme yawr parw.

The thinker

Derm at its best
No hickies please.

The latest fashion style.

Just my height.

Take it all off Renée.

No, really, I am interested, Dr. Center.

I think it's cat-size.

Adopt me, I mean the cat you sillies.

Hey, shut the lights off.

JAVMA - no thank you.
Congratulations

Doctors of Veterinary Medicine
Class of 1990
From the
New York State
Veterinary Medical Society

organized in 1890 to improve and advance
the science and profession of veterinary medicine

The Class of 1990 is invited to become a part of history
by joining the state society as we celebrate our
"Century of caring for man and animals."

Affiliated Regional Associations

Capital District                  Long Island
Catskill Mountain               New York City
Central New York                Northern New York
Finger Lakes                    Southern Tier
Genesee Valley                  Westchester/Rockland
Hudson Valley                   Western New York
United States Surgical Corporation congratulates the class of 1990!

USSC is the leading manufacturer and marketer of surgical stapling instruments.

United States Surgical Corporation
150 Glover Avenue Norwalk, Connecticut 06856

We Wrote the Book On:

Convenience • Selection • Fulfillment
Innovation • Service

The most complete line of products under one label, including tablets and capsules, injectables, vitamins, internals, externals and controlled substances.

Tremendous depth of inventory allowing the highest order fulfillment rate in the industry...99.5%

The only distributor offering exclusive, specially designed Veterinary Dental Instrumentation.

For a free Catalog or for more information CALL:

1-800-V-SCHEIN
(1-800-872-4346) 8 AM - 7 PM (ET)

HENRY SCHEIN INC.
VETERINARY DIVISION
5 Harbor Park Drive • Port Washington, NY 11050
Ralston Purina adds to your education with 63 years of research and a whole lot more.

Ralston Purina knows how much you value your education and helps you get the most of it—giving you that "edge" when you begin your career.

The Latest in Pet Nutrition Research
Take advantage of Ralston Purina's College Lecture Series and learn the latest in pet nutrition. Look for the Lecture Series poster around campus with details on our next visit to your school.

Active Support for Active Students
Direct financial support clears the way for more professional student activities and events at your school. Ralston Purina supports your local SCAVMA chapter as well as the Student AVMA.

Student Forum Addresses Hot Issues
Staying current on the latest issues and trends is an important part of the veterinary profession. Ralston Purina sponsors a half-day forum for veterinary students at the annual Student AVMA National Symposium, focusing on the hottest issues in the profession.

Free Brochures and Manuals on Pet Nutrition
Ralston Purina provides valuable Nutrient Profile brochures and the Ralston Purina Nutritional Management of Dogs and Cats FREE to all students.

Supplement Your Budget, Too
Not only does Ralston Purina supplement your pet nutrition education, but we supplement your budget too. Look for our coupons in copies of Intervet magazine. Choose from our premium pet food line, Purina Pro Plan Brand Pet Food or any of our other quality Purina Brands.

Available For You
Ralston Purina understands your educational needs and wants. So, contact us if you have any questions regarding pet nutrition research or any of the student support programs:

Paul H. King, D.V.M.
Ralston Purina Company
Checkerboard Square, 6RPL
St. Louis, MO 63164

©1989 Ralston Purina Company
Cornell Student Chapter of the

American Veterinary Medical Society

Congratulations and Good Luck to the Class of 1990!
Thanks To Our Friends At Cornell!

Our sincere thanks to the students and staff of the Diagnostic Lab and Department of Large Animal, Medicine, Obstetrics, and Surgery. You’ve helped us keep the sire herd healthy and productive.

Best of luck to the new graduates, especially those entering large animal practice. We’re looking forward to working with you in maintaining good reproductive results in Eastern herds.
Thanks to the following student organizations:

Association of Veterinarians for Animal Rights

Association of Zoo Veterinarians

Felis Medicus SCAAFP

The memories captured in these pages were collected and created by many. Our best talents are on display. Everyone contributed. Those responsible for organizing and assembling the book include:

Captions
Linda
Alberta
Eileen
Kim C.
Dave L.
Celeste
Lisa
Mary
Kathy S.
Michelle S.
Cathy G.
George
Marianne
Byron

Senior Section
Linda & Sandy

Baby Pictures & Pets
Glen & Marianne

Artwork
Yvonne
John
Sophia
Celeste

Layout
Amy
Beverly
Cheryl
Barb
Elaine
Cathy
Linda
Joyce

Underclasses
Hayley
Michele L.
Ettiene
Terri

Special Thanks
Marcia
Denise
Patty H.
Janet D.
All moms & Dads for baby pictures

Very special thanks to Joyce the editor!

Special Thanks to the Following Parents for Their Generous Contributions
Mr. & Mrs. John T. Boatwright
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Rodriguez
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Singer
Mr. & Mrs. Elmar Messinger
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Serman
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard Chavkin

THE BUTLER COMPANY
Serving the Veterinary Profession

CONGRATULATIONS & BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS OF 1990

New York Service Center
156 Mushroom Boulevard
Rochester, New York 14623

(716) 475-1735
instate 1-800-288-5378

Member-American Veterinary Distributors Association